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Swarm tactics are nothing new.
They have been used since
antiquity, albeit not always as
clearly defined doctrine.
Last year for example, multiple
Iranian boats ran alongside USS
Abraham Lincoln as the Nimitz
Class carrier sailed through the
Strait of Hormuz.
Swarming is very often
encountered in asymmetric
conflicts where one side has a
conventionally superior (but not
necessarily numerically superior)
force. Maritime swarms can be
seen in scenarios that range from
counter terrorism to piracy,
asymmetric activity and
conventional naval warfare.
Some nations have developed
large, swarm-oriented forces as a
counter to the conventional
maritime superiority of their rivals.
Swarm tactics use numerous,
fast-moving forces that can
quickly converge upon an
adversary from multiple angles using target saturation to gain
the advantage. This overwhelms
the target’s ability to respond in
time to the sheer volume of
threats now confronting them.
Swarm devices are often
rudimentary or easy to access
machines, using their numbers
over sophistication. Many swarm
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USS Abraham Lincoln launches a
Super Hornet jet during flight
operations in the Arabian Sea,
during the same deployment that
she was menaced by a swarm of
Iranian small craft. MCS3C Zachary
Pearson/US Navy.
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Therefore, how do we defend
against maritime swarms?
Nations must develop principles
and realistic training to better
defeat swarms. Maritime swarms
have been training for decades to
fight against conventional forces
- who in turn have been training
to fight other (conventional) foes.
Over the last few years, as
maritime swarm threats increase,
navies have adapted their
principles and training in order to
counter small, fast-moving
threats. This is a good start, but
arguably doesn’t go far enough.
In the current scenario, training is
incomplete - often facing off
against small, isolated, fastmoving targets is not enough.
Navies need to prepare for the
sheer volume, coordination and
target saturation that a true
swarm will present.
By training in environments that
replicate the swarm tactics using
Unmanned Surface Vehicle
Targets, designed to simulate Fast
Inshore Attack Craft (FIAC) naval
threats in a multivehicle swarm,
navies can better equip
themselves to counter the
growing threats of swarm tactics.
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